SCENTED STICKER - FRONT

Live Area for Scented Sticker: 8” x 3”
(must be within .5” from all trim edges, and Mailing Panel)
Scented Sticker needs to fall within shaded area

2” Clear Label

2.25” Label Type SafetyZone

2” Scent Options

9” x 4” Dynamic Scented Sticker
Trim Size: 9” x 4”
Size w/Bleed: 9.25” x 4.25”
Type Safety: 8.5” x 3.5”

2” Scented Sticker OPTIONS

- Side 1 or 2
- Side 2 (Non Mail Panel area) only
- Placed at least 1/2” from trim/Left edge of Mailing Panel
- 1/8” safety outside safety from scratch off to static art
SCENTED STICKER - BACK

Live Area for Scented Sticker: 4.25" x 3"
(must be within .5" from all trim edges, and Mailing Panel)
Scented Sticker needs to fall within gray shaded

2" Clear Label

Scent

2.25" Label Type
SafetyZone

2" Scented Sticker OPTIONS

- Side 1 or 2
- Side 2 (Non Mail Panel area) only
- Placed at least 1/2" from trim/Left edge of Mailing Panel
- 1/8" safety outside safety from scratch off to static art

9" x 4" Dynamic Scented Sticker
Trim Size: 9" x 4"
Size w/Bleed: 9.25" x 4.25"
Type Safety: 8.5"x 3.5"